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SAUDI ARABIA

1. The Political System

Saudi Arabia is a monarchy which in based on the Islamic law,

the shari'a. Parliament, political parties or elections are un

known there. According to the shari' a the monarch is not only

t f itth t l b t al o the iritual head the Imam of he a he empora ,
u s sp , ,

fui. Furthermore, the legitimation of the S^udi Arabian ruler is

founded on the fact that he is recognized as the leader of all

tribes, SI- aykh a. 1-Ha shayikh.

The strict application of the shari'a implies that 3 constitu

tion in its precise sense and a legislature can be dispensed v-'ith
I

Since the shari'a is a reveaied, i. e. a divine law, and thus not

alterable, no new laws can be enacted. Strictly speaking, the

king does not dispose of legislative power»

A constitution is also superfluous because according to Islamic

legal conception the <ur
' an and the sunna vfcich remiate all

public affairs and the relationship be tv; -? en the ruler and his

subjects, perform the function of a constitution.

Iwodern development, hov:ever, necessitated the legal settlement

of some areas not covered by the shari'a. The kin.q, for instance,

issued commercial (1931) ,
civil (1933) and labour (1969) sta

tutes ; but these are not considered as bein /-> : equal to the shari'a

In the course of modernization a decree on the formation of a

Ministerial Council was issued immediately before the death of

Kin^ Ibn 3a'ud in October 1953. A further decree of 1958 trans

ferred far-reaching powers to the Ministerial Council which thus

was upgraded to the actual power and decision-making centre.

V.'ith this measure the first step towards a constitutional monar

ch*/ was taken, while the kin~ had lost nart of his absolute
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In contrast to ;iis "brother o° 'ud, Faisal also took over the

office of the rrine minister nfter his accession to thn throne

in 1964, as did hi a successor Kha lid in 1975. ?/? this means royal

power was formally restored.

2. The .Ruling Forces

Power in Saudi Arabia is almost exclusively exercised by the

royal family whose number is estimated at several thousands.

Actual power is concentrated on a small group, the so-called

Family Council which comprises the most influential members of

the royal family. The Family Council decides on the election

of the successor to the throne which is one of its major func

tions, sinlce there does not exist lineal descent.

The members of the royal family also hold the most important

offices, v/ithin the government out of 23 ministerial offices

seven are filled by princes.

The royal house is not a homogeneous set, but split into differ

ent and partly rivalling groupings. The formation of groupings

is to some extent due to the fact that Abd al-Aziz Ino Sa'ud,

the founder of the kingdom, for political reasons married women

of the leading tribes. The sons of the individual mothers who

are full brothers among one another are connected with each other

by closer ties than with their half-brothers and, therefore, are

forming firmer power .erouDin^s, as for instance the ''Sudairi

osven"1", These seven so-called Sudairi brothers are regarded as

n

the most influential group within the royal family.

The differences within the royal family which are ar-Tued out ab

solutely privately could, when the occasion -irises, result in

an open dispute. The succession to the throne .and the foreign

policy orientation might then be the actual points at issue.

iJext to the royal family the spirituality (ulema) may be regarded



as the second most ni /fnifi cant group in the state. The theolo-

gists and jurists see to the observance of the Islanic law,

the shri'a, and therefore play an important role within, the .sy

stem» Since they hold nearly all juridical posts their influ

ence can hardly be overestimated.

The supreme judges take care that the ruler
.governs according

to the shari'a and that the introduction of new laws occurs in

harmony with the shari'a. The sovereign can make important de

cisions only after having obtained a counsel' s opinion (fatwa)

from a lawyer. The paramount influence of the spirituality may

"be seen from the fact that the appointment of Faisal as king

in 1964 w^js subject to a fatwa. The Council of the Supreme Theo-

logists and Lawyers (ulama' ) headed by the grand mufti must give

its consent to the designation of the successor to the throne.

The fact that in Saudi Arabia politics is conducted in accord

ance with the religion and ulama' is a factor of stability.

Por this reason any comparisons with the events in Iran are

inappropriate.

The third most influential group encompasses the tribal chiefs.

Their power results from their position as leaders of the major

tribes whose esteem and influence partly being equal to the

tribe of the Sa'uds, The leading tribal chiefs also belong to

the council which decides on the. succession to tthe throne.

Their influence is dwindling as the central power and Ministe

rial Council are strengthening their position. Furthermore,

their waning influence can be attributed to the new division

of the kingdom into provinces in 1963 and the establishment

of Provincial Councils.

3
As a new power factor the army is pushing its way to the front.

It is no doubt 0layin? a decisive part in interior struggles



for power as may be seen from the mi nsion of the National H-uard

in the deposition of King oo.
' ud in. 1964. Control over the arm^d

forces enhances the influence of the croup in question.

However, the armed forces also constitute an element of uncer

tainty as is disclosed the attempts of insurrection in 19694-
The introduction of modern technology has involved the engage

ment of technicians and highly qualified personnel which led to

the destruction of the former homogeneity of the armed forces

which predominant!;/
'

consisted of bedouins. In order to prevent

the seizure of power by the armed forces two military bodies or

ganizationally independent of each other were formed, the true

armed forces and the Rational Suard, designed to control and

neutralize {one another in the case of an insurrection. Until

now the Saudi army cannot match the forces of other Arab count

ries like Iraq, oyria or H^vpt.

3. foreign Policy

3.1 Saudi Arabia as a Politically Rerulatory lower

A constant factor in oaudi Arabian foreign policy are the

strong ties to the United states and the strictly pro-'. '-, estern

policy. The foundation for this line was already laid by Ibn

3a' ud at the beginning of the 1930s when, after granting ARAMCO

the concession to drill for oil, a fruitful economic cooperation

began. The meeting between Ibn oa'ud and US President Roosevelt

on an American battleship in spring 1945 initiated the close po

litical collaboration.

With the advent of Egypt' s preponderance within the progressive

camp of the Arab world in the middle of the 1950s and with

IJasser' s claim to represent the true interests of the --.rah peopl

through his socialist and pro-ooviet policy, the pro-American

policy of  jaudi Arabia fell into the disrepute of serving imperi

s. lism, i. e. the enemies of the Arab nation.



The rivalry between F^y-t and Cnudi Arabici or ITasser and 71

Faisal, respectively, for hegemony ir. the .
;

. rab world after

Egypt1 s disastrous defeat in the war of June 1967 v/as decided

in favour of Faisal. The "rowing oil receipts consolidated the

strong position of 3 ;: udi -trabia. The relatively positive out

come of the October war for the Arab side which first of all

depended on the use of the ''oil weapon" would not have been

realizable without the support of Faisal.

The increase in" oil receipts since October 1973 have helped

Saudi Arabia gain a dominating influence not only arsons the

Arab states, but also in the whole world. In the meantime the

scope of 3c|Ludi foreign policy has narrowed again. The decrease

of Iran's oil production after the Iranian revolution has im

paired the strong position of S.audi Arabia because the demand

for oil has exceeded the supply since then and Saudi Arabia

now can no longer dictate the oil price within the OPEC bloc.

The peace treaty between E^ypt and Israel forced Saudi Arabia

to a rapprochement towards the rejection front at the Baghdad

conference in November 1973. For the first time the pro-Ameri

can policy of long standing seems to be seriously doubted'',

A change in foreign policy could result in dangerous reper

cussions for the interior stability. A close cooperation with

the progressive Iraq would strain the relations with the

United States even more heavilv and lead to severe tensions

6
witnin the government of the country .

3.2 Saudi Arabian Interests in the Yemen

The main objective of Saudi Arabian foreign policy is to ward

off the potential dangers emanating from progressive regimes

and ideologies like socialism and communism. As the Arabian

pensinsula. is regarded as Uaudi-Arabia' s sphere of influence,

the revolutionary movements and progressive regimes on 'the



peninsula 'Hre watched wit li clone attention.

In this connection the Yemen plays a paramount role. The rovol

ution of 1962 which led to the fall of the Imam and the estab

lishment of a. progressive rie pub li crai regime supported by ISgypt

already put Saudi Arabian government on the .alert. Despite the

strong support of the Royalist camp it could not be prevented

that the Republic eventually prevailed. However, the termina

tion of the civil war was only reached through the readmission

of the iioyalists to the government and parliament in San1 a.

These pro-Saudi forces have secured Hiyad a dominant influence

in the Yemen.

V/hile the -feevelopment in the Northern Yenancould be influenced

in favour of Saudi Arabia, the pro-Soviet Iviarxist regime in

the Southern Yemen which had come to power after the withdrawa

of the British and the granting of independence in November

1967, represented a grave menace. Attempts to overthrow the

regime in Aden with the support of exiled Yemenis failed. The

unsuccessful insurrection of Salini Hubai Ali in June 1978 in

which foreign powers will most probably have been involved

will have strengthened the position of the radical forces so

far as to rule out a change of power within the near future.

As the Southern Yemen apparently tries to extend its influ

ence in the Northern Yemen by means of the policy of unifica

tion, the immediate interest of Saudi Arabia must be directed

towards preventing Aden from achieving control of the Northern

7
ieraen

.
if progressive forces assumed power in San'a this

would have far-reaching consequences for the interior stabilit

of Saudi Arabia. I1he large number of Yemeni migrant workers

could easily develop into a "fifth column'' endangering the

economy and social stability.



3.3 Islam a a Oeci~ive ?orce in Saudi ^nrpi.^n Policy

Saudi Arabia' s claim to a leoding role in the Irab "'^rld,

at least in the camp of the conservative states, is largely

attributable to the fact that it actually occuries an excep

tional position for the r.luslims throughout the world on

account of the holy places of ••"ecc.a and Medina on its terri

tory and the organisation of the annual pilgrimages.

what carries core weight, however, is that Saudi Arabia like

no other country of the Islamic world is moulded by Islam

and, in contrast to rnost other Islamic countries, sees to the

strict observance of the shari'a. In his struggle against

the growing influence of socialist and communist ideas in the

Arab world, King Faisal deliberately employed Islam as a coun

terbalance .

The endeavour of the third world countries to tread their own

path independent of the Western-capitalistic and Eastern-social

ist social orders has anew aroused the interest in Islam a. s an

alternative to the alien ideologies. This trend of re-Islami-

zation complies with Saudi foreign policy. Saudi Arabia has

decisively contributed to the expansion of Islam, particularly

in Africa, and its reanimation in the Islamic countries, as

for instance in Pakistan. At the sane time Saudi Arabia pursues

in the third world under the banner of Islam a policy of con

taining Soviet influence. It is supporting countries which

are trying to loosen their close connection with the Soviet

Union, such as Somalia.

3.4 The iiole of Economy in Saudi Foreign Policy

Since the rise of oil prices in 1973 Saudi Arabia has attained

a foreign eschange position countine : to the strongest among

the financial powers in the world. Saudi Arabia's influence is

based on the fact that it is able to exert considerable pressure



not only by curbing oil production but Viso by .rrantin^ or

withholding financial aid and loano.

Saudi Arabia is fully aware of- its power. The oil boycott

practiced during the October war has demonstrated the effi

ciency of the "oil weapon" and the readiness for its applica

tion. Since Saudi Arabian government did not hesitate to boy

cott even the United States it would the more be prepared to

use it against the smaller states.

While the export of sufficient quantities of oil or its with

holding serve as a means to bring pressure to bear on the

V/ estern industrial nations, the granting of financial aid and

loans doea particularly concern the smaller states in the area

or the third world. The poorer countries of the third world,

also including the states on the lied Sea, are hardly in a posi

tion to pay for essential imports without the help of foreign

aid. Such states which urgently need financial aid from abroad

can more easily be-'exposed to economic pressure and forced tc

politically good conduct than those which are relatively inde

pendent in financial respect. They can thus be kept in depen

dence
.

Saudi Arabian foreign policy places greater emr^hesis on fi

nancial security than on ideological security through the Islam-

It may even be maintained that Saudi Arabia owes its political

success in africa and Asia first of all to its financial power.

This statement is no less true for Saudi Arabian policy re

lating to the states on the ^ed Sea and the Horn of Africa.

The dominating influence of Saudi Arabia in the Northern Yemen

would not have been conceivable without the financial grants

and credits. Yemeni dependence on ->audi Arabia has ?rown so

strong meanwhile that the bud~et and the current five-year plan

too, cannot be financed without the help of Saudi Arabia.



The heavy financial engagement of Sr-nHi Arabia in the Yemen

reveals its high interest in the interior and exterior orien

tation of the country. The readiness to "oay for the American

supply of arms valued at about US2> 400 million in connection

with border fighting with the Southern Zemen stresses this

interest.

The reasons for the strong commitment in the Northern Yemen

have already been referred to. Yia the northern Yemen, Saudi

Arabia indirectly focuses its attention also on the Southern

Yemen. Attempts to exercise controlling influence on the poli

tical orientation and economic situation by means of financial

support have failed, however. After the establishment of diplo

matic relations in spring 1977 there have apparently be talks

on the granting of loans and on the construction of a crude

pipeline from Saudi Arabia to the Indian Ocean. No doubt efforts

were made to support the more moderate forces around President

Salini Rubai Ali. After his fall in June 1978 Poll hope of gain

ing influence through economic aid had to be abandoned.

In contrast to the Southern Yemen, Saudi Arabie, met with suc

cess in Somalia and managed to induce President Siad Parre to

change fronts. Considerable grants on behalf of Saudi Arabia

have of course contributed to this decision, but they have

hardly turned the balance. The reconquest of Og.aden and the

Soviet refusal for support on account of that policy might

have been the true reason for Somalia' s departure from the

Soviet Union.

The differing results of Snudi ^.rabian policy in these three

cases show that financial grants alone do not guarantee poli

tical success. Saudi Arabia cn hope for a success of its poli

cy in such countries "'here the governing has not finally

decided on its line of foreign policy or where there are

forces strong enough to brin~ about a change of police, if

supported accordingly from nbroad.
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YEMEN ARA12 : : 3?U~LI0

1. The Politicai System

Until September 1962 the Yemen was an absolute monarchy ruled

by the Zaidi Imam, v.-'ho was the spiritual and temperai head in

one person. In its political, social and economic development

the country was decisively framed by the Imam Yahya (1904-48)

who after the retreat of the Turks at the end of the first

world war tried to turn the Yemen into a unitary and centra

lists state.

After the ^'revolution of September 26, 1962, a tie publican re

gime was established under the leadership of Colonel Sallal.

For the first time the Yemen obtained a constitution 7. The
o

social and economic policy of the new rerime was guided by the

socialism of Nasser who protected the state from the loyalists

by sending an Egyptian espeditionary force. The long and ex

tremely bloody civil war, however, prevented the implementa

tion of fundamental reforms. Even after the withdrawal of the

Egyptian troops as a result of Egypt' s defeat in the war of

June 1967, none of the two civil war parties was able to bring

about a decision in its favour. Therefore, the Royalists and

republicans entered into a comrromine which terminated the

war.

As a consequence of the agreement between the two civil war

parties, the Royalist-oriented politicians and tribal chiefs

returned to San'a and joined the government and the Consulta

tive Council, the parliament, in 1170. Although the Republic

was preserved, politics, efter the leftist forces had already

been excluded from government in 1967, was to an even greater

degree controlled by the conservative elements.



Parliament in which the tribal chiefs r-ossessed the majority

of seats became the actual instrument of ~ower of the tribes

which thus were in a position to fruirle the policy of the cen

tral government in their sense. To a. certain extent the con

ditions prevailing during the time before the revolution were

restored, the only difference beins the abolition of the

Imamat which was replaced by the Resublicen system. This, in

fact, was the very goal pursued by many opponents under the

rule of the Imam.

2. Socio-political Determinants of Instability

i
Yemeni society bears some characteristic features which

have been firmly established for centuries and have not yet

lost their validity. The revolution, however, called the tra

ditional order of values in question, but it did not succeed

in rooting them out. Only in recent times, affected by econ

omic influences, .a more fundamental change cen be perceived.

^
The population is divided into a Zaidi and a Shafi'i part .

While the tribes of the central plateau and the North belong

to the Zaidi sect, the other parts of the population in the

South and South-west pertain to the Shafi'i sect. Until the

revolution the Zaidi tribes out of whose midst the Imam would

be elected, dominated the other population parts. The Imam

was the spiritual and temporal head of the Zaidis. The exten

sion of his authority to the Shafi' i population has never

been accepted by these. After the revolus-tion this sharp dif

ference has been removed, but the representatives of the

Zaidi tribes of the I-Iorth are still predominating in the state .

Through the revolution the privileges of the former aristo

cracy of the Saiyids who derived their privileges from their

supposed descent from the rrorhet' s family and who stood out
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from the remaining population like a caste, have b^en con

siderably curtailed. Certain offices in the state like that

of the Imam were reserved only to the oaiyids. By the equali

ty of all citizens before the law, the Saiyids "jure lost
.

their former prerogatives, but thev are still held in high
11

respect by large parts of the population

A prominent characteristic of Teneni society are the tribes

whose members consider themselves as pure-blood Arabs -and

who, according to their descent, feel themselves superior

to the remaining layers of the populations. Yemeni tribes

men are mostly sedentary and live in villages or village

like towns where they are engaged in farming.

Within the tribal territory there is a marked difference

between the actual members of a tribe and those dependent

upon them. The social characteristics of the underprivileged

status are : lack of pure-blood descent (asil) ,
nona.dmissibi-

12
lity to military service and deprivation of voting rights .

Certain trades like masonry, joinery and blacksnithing are

reserved to the members of a tribe, while other trades which

are despised b ;r the tribesmen like that of a butcher, tanner,

potter or barber would be performed by the dependents.

The tribes form relatively independent territories which

they try to maintain against the central power, formerly

the Imam, at the present time the central government in 8an'a.

The loyalty of the individual members of a tribe first of

all applies to the tribe. A national consciousness in the

European sense does not exist. Therefore, the central govern

ment can rely on the support of the tribes only to an extent

which does not harm their own interest. Basically the rela

tion between the central government and the tribes is charac-



13
terized by rivalry and opposite interests. Thanks to the

numerous warriors worthy to bear «ruis, the larre tribal con

federations are so strong that they a.re almost independent

of the government. Untai the present tine the authority of

the government is being questioned by the tribes.

On account of economic influences and changes the position

of the tribes has undergone some alterations. Their independ

ence has mainly been based on their economic self-sufficiency

now being increasingly endangered by the consumption habits

imported from abroad. The tribes are able to buy commodities

which cannot be produced domestically like arms, ammunition,

radio receivers and refrigerators only if they are in the

possession of cash. Therefore, they have begun to intensify

the cultivation of cash crops like qat. The resulting reduct

ion in the production of wheat and further essentials, on

the other hand, made the tribes dependent upon food imports

mostly effected by the government. The growing dependence

on food or direct financial grants from the government impairs

the autonomy of the tribes. The central government can exert

pressure on the tribes and keep them in dependence by grant

ing or withholding financial or food assignments. In the

long run the tribes will therefore fall into increasing econ

omic and thus political dependence of the government.

3. The Interior forces : The Central Government Between Tribal

Interests and Demands of Progressive Groups for Reforms

The basic political problem in the /emen is the antagonism

between the central pover on the one hand and the interests

of the Saidi tribes on the other hand. The Imam Yahyaalready

sought in vain to solve this problem. However, he benefited

by the fact that according to his position as an Imam, the



Zaidi tribes recognised hi ; r; both as tern- oral and snirituai

head and he thus enjoyed a b.irrh degree of authority and na

tural legitimacy.

Since the revolution and the abolition of monarchy the cen

tral government has been lacking this prerequisite. As the

representatives of the tribes which in the majority fought

on the side of the Imam have regained power in 1970, this

traditional antagonism between the tribes and the central

power again determines the interior situation.

President Irvani confined himself to bringing about a con

ciliation between the different interest groups by making

compromises. This policy was first of all to the advantage

of the tribes. The progressive forces in the country which

had lost influence since the fall of oallal in 1967 and

even more so since the compromise between the loyalists and

.Republicans, were not satisfied with this development. The

power less ne 3 s of the central government ri id not only arevent

any progress in the social and economic fields, but did also

favour corruption and nepotism in state administration and

finance. Ihe public revenue was not invested in the urgently

needed modernisation of infrastructure, education and health,

but was largely channelled to the tribes in order to make

them refrain from interference with the rrovernment.

al-Eanidi who v»ith the support of the military had assumed

power in June 1974 tried to remedy the grievances. Up to a

certain degree he represented the interests of the progres

sive groups in the country, the Nasserites, Socialists and

Ba'thists as well as the liberal-minded circles. The prere

quisite for the realization ox the socio-political demands

made by these groups was the strengthening of the central



power and the curtailing of tribal rower. al-Ha'ndi se°cs to

have pursued this goal with precedence.

With al-Haradi for the first ti ti; e sirice the revolution of 1962

the military seized power again. The army was the true support

of the government. However, it was not independent of the

ruling forces in society, but was its very image. The leading

positions within the armed forces ware filled with representa

tives of the major tribes. Therefore, the government could dis

pose of the armed forces only to a limited extent. al-Hamdi

who had been carried to power by the prominent representatives

of the tribes in the army now attempted to a;et rid of these

officers by removing them from their positions and replacing
14

them by progressive officers
.
His intention wa. s to develop

the army to his actual power instrument with whose help he

hoped to reach his aim of consolidating central power and

suppressing tribal influence. At first he seemed to be success

fui with this method. But soon this policy inevitably drove

al-Hamdi into conflict with the powerful tribal chiefs. The

deposition of Sinan Abu Luhum, the tribal chief of the Bakil

confederation, from his post as a governor of Hudaida as well

as the dissolution of the Consultative Council and the result

ing limitation of the influence of the first chief of the

Hashid confederation, Abdallah al-Ahmar, as a chairman of the

Consultative Council were definite measures in this direction.

Ey discriminating the most powerful nen in the state, al-Hamdi

had incurred their enmity and thus initiated his fall in Oc-

15
tober 1977 .

al-Harndi's failure can be attributed not least

to the fact that he did not belong to a major tribe and accord

ingly had no dynastic power to support him in a critical phase

On the other hand, an exposed representative of just these
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tribes, who would exert th

plementation of such measures, cannot "be expected to pursue

a policy of strengthening the central power which inevitably

would be contrary to the interests of the tribes. Until now

the army has not been in a position to pursue a policy against

tribal interests.

The recovery of tribal influence since the death of sl-PIamdi

under his successor al-Ohashmi and in an even greater degree

under the presidency of 3alih since June 1978 has simultaneous

ly increased the dissatisfaction of the forces opposing the

regime and caused their solidarization. Particularly serious

consequence^ have arisen from pushing al-Hamdi' s followers
V

into opposition which now was essentially strengthened and

which represents a continual challenge and threat for the

present government.

In 1973 the Ba'thists, Nasserites, Liarxists and the followers

of the former president al-Hamdi united in the National Demo

^
cratic i1ront . The dangerousness of this Front lies in its

obviously close connections with the government in Aden with

whom it harmonises its strategy, as can be seen from the pres

ence of representatives of the National Democratic ?ront at

the party congress of the i'emen Socialist Farty in Aden in Oc

tober 1978.

The unimpaired strength of the tribes and the resultant weak

ness of the central government; constitute a fundamental barrie

to the country' s development into a modern state. The economic

boom of the last few years attributable to the relatively high

incomes of the migrant workers in Saudi Arabia and the Gulf

states urges the government to increase its activity in the

socio-political field. The migrant workers who come into con-
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tact with foreign customs hake ne'v id?a3 to their home country

and together with the growing urban industrial proletariat ^nd

poor peasants demand more rights and an increased social commit

ment of the government, thus supporting the oppositional groups

in the country. .

In the long run the anta-conism^between the tribes and the con

trai government- will result in a decision in favour of the

government. Considering the present distribution of power,

one must reckon with further violent disputes which do not

point to a consolidation of conditions in the foreseeable fu

ture. If the central government is to maintain itself against

the tribesj it will be forced to unite with the liberal and pro

gressive forces. It is therefore most probable that the pro

gressive forces will succeed in extending their influence

in the future.

4. External Orientation

In his endeavour to restore the Yemen within its historical

boundaries, the Imam Yahya had found himself hindered in his

expansionist drive. In the .jvcrth King Abd al-Asiz of Saudi

Arabia who also pursued an expansionist policy with the aim

of uniting large parts of the Arabian peninsula, prevented

the annexion of the provinces of Jizan, Asir and ilajran

which Yahya considered as belonging to the Yemen.

In the oouth the British colonial power thwarted the Imam' s

intention to conquer Aden and the adjacent regions, '"hile

the Imam came to an agreement with Jaudi Arabia with whom

the relationship developed in a peaceful way during the fol

lowing years, the relationship with the -British colonial power

in the South turned out less favourable. Frequent frontier viol

ations strained the relations between both sides.

These two neighbouring powers have influenced the foreign



policy, and to a rreat extent also the -iom^r-tic policy of the

Yemen until the present time, ', /ith the fall of the . loam in

1962 and the interference of foreign powers also other states

became involved with Yemeni affairs. Vhile the Royalists were

supported by Saudi Arabia, the Republican regime was backed

by Egypt which now gained an overriding influence in the Yemen,

The engagement of Egypt and Saudi Arabia did not happen purely

by accident, but was the result of the rivalry between King

Faisal of Saudi Arabia and President Nasser of Egypt. Faisal

feared that Hasser might attack him from the South via the

Yemen. Saudi Arabian interests in the Yemen were not only re

stricted to, the struggle aginst the Republican regime which

it considered to be atheistic, they also included the repul

sion of Egypt. In this way the Yemen was for the first time

drawn into international conflicts.

Egypt's defeat in the war of June 1967 also made the position

of Egyptian troops in the Yemen untenable. After Nasser and

Faisal had agreed upon withholding their support from the

respective sides in autumn 1967, the Egyptian troops withdrew

until the beginning of 1968. . /hen in spring 1970 the civil

war definitely came to an end and the Royalists, after having

entered into a compromise with the Republicans, returned to

oan'a and were admitted to the government and parliament,

Saudi -rabia, with the help of the Royalist-oriented tribes,

was able to gain paramount influence.

Since that time Saudi ^rabia has exerted a domino.ting influ

ence in the Yemen. 3ut its position is not unchallenged.

Since 1967 when the British granted independence to their

colony and delegated power to the National Liberation Front,

the Yemen has again been exposed to the pressure from the

South, lifter its seizure of power in 1969, the left-extremist



Marxist wing in Aden tool: pains to e^t^nc! its influence to

the Worth as well. The compromise between the Ke^ublicans and

lioyalists of spring 1970 was condemned by the Southern Yemeni

government as a betrayal to the revolution of 1962. Since then

the relations between the two states have deteriorated drasti

cally.

The relations with the two neighbouring countries are charac

terized by other factors, too. The friendly relationship with

Saudi Arabia is not least a result of the close economic ties

and the employment of more than one million migrant workers

in Saudi Arabia and the Gulf states whose remittances contri-
{ ]7

b-ute to thè positive balance of payment of the Temen
,

A. se

vere strain on San'a' s relations with the Saudi government

would possibly impair the economic ties as v-. ell which the

government in San' a would hardly be able to cot>e with.

The financial grants and loans from Saudi Arabia which are

of course a raefns of exercising influence, also bind the Yemen

to Saudi Arabia and cannot be given up without incurring
18

serious economic difficulties

The relations with the Southern Yemen, on the other hand, are

strained by the large number of refugees from the South. These

are not only hostile to the Southern Yemen, but also unite

in militant liberation fronts aiming at the overthrow of the

regime in Aden. On account of their border violations and

acts of sabotage they represent a constant element of unrest

and danger.

The disagreement between the Northern and the Southern Yemen

is also a result of the opposite ideological orientation,

i. e. the one-sided orientation of the Southern Yemeni govern

ment towards i. .arxism-Leninism. The traditional leading classes

in the liorth who in the c~se of a victory of the ideology

propagated by .iàen would have to reckon with the loss of their

political influence, are the natural enemies of the political

system in the Southern Yemen. It is also for this reason that
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"they seek the support of the powerful n^i Pihbcur in the North

to whom they are connected not only for financial hut also

for ideological reasons.

A similar attitude is displayed by the Northern Yemen in the

international sphere. It definitely counts itself to the
''/est

era camp and pursues a clearly pro-American policy. In recent

times the ---mericans hsvs recognized the growing importance of

the Yemen for the security of Saudi Arabia and the oil supply

and have acted accordingly.

The interior opposition which cooperates with the Southern

Yemen sees^' one of its major goals in the abolition of Saudi

predominance in the Yemen. A victory of the leftist opposi

tion would also result in a change of foreign policy. Most

probably the Yemen would then terminate the current one-sided

orientation towards the Vvest and assume a neutral attitude,

if not a pro-Communist, in the case of a close collaboration

with the Southern Yemen.

5. The Unity of the Yemen - Tactical or Strategic doal

The unity of the two Yemens, of the Northern and the Southern

Yemen, is an important factor in Yemeni policy. The Imam Yahya

already laid claim to the Southern Yemen occupied by Britain.

After attaining independence the way was paved for a unifica

tion of the two Yemens. But now the National Liberation Front

which had come to power rejected a unification with the North

ern Yemen since, according to its view, the Northern Ye^en had

betrayed the revolution of 1962 by the deposition of Sallal

and the progressive forces in 1967. When in spring 1970 the

Republicans and loyalists entered into a compromise the rela

tions deteriorated even more. A unification of both Yemens

hardly seemed to be still within reach. Nevertheless a treaty



on the unification of the Ye^on v-ns con.clud. od in 197° after

it had come to armed conflicts on the common border. The

treaty, however, remained without consequences. It was al-

Haradi who again took the initiative in the question of unifi

cation. He apparently expected a strengthening of his own

power from a unification with the Southern Yemen which could

have enabled him to decide the stru^cle with the tribes in

favour of the central government. Furthermore, the heavier

weight of a unified Yemen would have increased a.l-Hamdi '
s in

dependence of Saudi Arabia. His assassination immediately

before his planned visit to Aden might also be seen in con

nection with his policy towards the Southern Yemen. The union

of the Yembn which in principle is supported by the whole

Yemeni people thus cannot be regarded as a merely national

problem of the unification of two states. In the North the

unification would help the progressive forces to Fain pre

dominance and force the conservative tribes onto the defen

sive against the central government. A unified Yemen would

not only weaken the influence of Saudi Arabia, but also -

much to the anxiety of the government in Itiyad - establish

a progressive regime st its Southern flank which by the

many migrant workers in Saudi Arabia would exert a consider

able influence and thus could endanger the existence of

monarchy. Consequently Saudi Arabia cannot be interested in

a unification of the Yemens.

President Salih' s policy concerning the unification with

the Southern Yemen which led to the conclusion of a treaty

with Isma'il, the head of state of South Yemen, in April

1979 therefore does not appear ouite clear.

In the event of a unification, provided Salih does not

seek it only for tactical reasons, the government seems to

expect a repulsion of the radical Marxist forces in the



Southern Yemen and an extension of Iiorthern Yemeni influence

in the South. In this connection the consideration that the

more than six million Northern Yemenis might easily dominate

the 1.7 million Southern Yemenis could have played a certain

role. However, it is more probable that, if the event arises,

the strictly organized cadres and militias of the South v.-ould

impose their policy upon the poorly organized forces in the

North.
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PEOPLE ' S DEÌ'.lOCiiATIC !iEni?Li :

1. The Domestic Situation

1.1 Power Consolidation of the National Front

On November 30th, 1967, the Southern Yemen became independent

after 128 years of British colonial rule. The British dele

gated power to the National Liberation Front (NLF) which had

consistently fought against colonial rule and eliminated

other rivalling resistance groups like FL03Y.

Under the leadership of Qahtan asb-Sha-'bi the government

headed fdr a moderate socialism encompassing the nationali

zation of large estates, of sizable domestic and foreign

economic enterprises and of banking and insurance institu

tions
.

These measures proved too moderate for the leftist wing of

the Party. Under the lead of Abd al-Fattali Isma' il it assumed

power in June 1969 and announced its intention for a conse

quent continuation of the national democratic revolution of

scientific socialism. Gradually the socialist transformation

of the state, economy and society was initiated. The primary

objective was the destruction of the state machinery and its

supporting social and political forces. The property of the

local bourgoisie and the big landowners was confiscated.

The tribal chiefs, as far as they had not fled or were killed

during the civil war, "«vere deprived of power.

The people were to be mobilized with the h° lp of the mass

organizations such as the trade unions, youth and women feder

ations and cooperative movements. The trade unions which had

already played an important part under British rule, but had

been infiltrated by PI, 03'/
,
were rsur^ed.
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Finally, also the armed forces v/ore thoroughly purred since

t.hey had passed through the British school, especially the

officers, and were therefore considered as little reliable.

As a counterweight to the army, the People' s Militia consist

ing of workers, peasants and students was created. By means

of a steady indoctrination the armed forces were to be re

educated politically. V/hile the armed forces are put under

the command of the President, the People's Militia is direct

ly assigned to the Party leadership. The People' s Militia

is regarded as absolutely dependable as was proved by the

unsuccessful putsch of Salim Subai Ali in 1978.

The radical transformation of the state alonf socialist

lines and the close ties to the Soviet Union were opposed

by President Salini Hubai Ali. Ali had the support of the

armed forces and the tribes in the fifth and sixth govern-

orates and enjoyed a relatively strong position. He seems

to have hindered Isma'il in implementing his radical polit

ical aims. 7/ithin the Party, however, he does not seem to

have had controlling influence. On June ?5th, 1978, he

attempted to seize power by a coup d'etat, but he failed

and was shot dead.

With the fall of Ali the opposition within the Party appears

to have been silenced and the position of isma'il and the

Marxist group in the Part?/- thren?the ned for t he near future .

The tribes no longer constituting a powerful factor and

the traditional leadership being deprived of its authority,

the Yemeni Socialist Party represents the unquestioned po

litical force in the country today and is able to realize

its aims without hindrance. After Isma' il had been elected

oecretary Jonerai of the newly formed Yemeni Socialist Party

in October and President of St^te in December 1978, he com

bined the most important offices in the state.



1.2 The Political System

According to the constitution adopted in 1Q70 the People's

Democratic Republic of Yemen (PBltY) ,
03 the country has been

called since 1971, is a people' s democracy whose -authority

originates with the working class. Power in the state is

exercised by the revolutioiary party, the National Libera

tion i?ront, which '.vas renamed in October 1978 into the

Yemeni Socialist iarty (ISP) . The state and the government

are organized according to the principles of democratic

centralism. The supreme constitutional and legislative body

is the $ i.ghsr People's Council (IIPC) comprising 111 members.

Out of its midst the eleven-men Presidential Council (PC)

inclusive of its chairman "'ho pr-scticsll^ performs the funet

ion of the head of state, is elected. 'The PC, itself forming

part of the HPC and being responsible to it, constitutes

the actual power centre of the state. It nominates the

prime minister and the ministers, enacts laws after the

HFC1s approval and represents the state towards foreign

countries.

1.3 The Role of the Party

The most important instrument in '

;he implementation of "poli

tical goals is the unit;/ party which has developed from a

rather nationalistically-oriented resistance movement in

colonial times into a [-. ".artist unity party. Already at the

fourth party congress in "arch 1Q6S, the "-"arxist wing of the

ITLF succeeded in raining, the majority, but it \vas onlv in

June 1969 that it assumed power in the state.

la October 197? the rulinr PLP had m?r~ed with t'vo smaller

progressive parties : the feople's Vanguard, which had connec

tions with the fia'th Party and the People' s Democratic Union



the Communist party of South Teneri. The new united national

front was named ''United 1'olitical Orrani nation Ustionai

Front"(UEONF) .

The UPON?1 united all progressive forces which w as of utmost

importance in view of the relatively narrow base of the ?!L?

in the population and the threat for the regime emanating

from foreign powers. The real aim was the amalgamation of

these three parties into one. Zosever, a moderate wing

within the ifLI?, headed by President Salirci Rubai ili, opposed

this scheme. Only after his elimination in June 1978 the

way was open to converting the UPONIP into the Yemeni Social

ist ParÀy in October 1973.

The YSP is the only officially authorised party. It is

supported by the workers, peasants, petty bour-^ois and revol

utionary intelligentsia and considers itself as a vanguard

in the transformation of the state, economy and society into

a socialist order on the basis of Marxism-Leninism .

19

The ideological foundation of the 73F, in accordance vith

the UPOIvl? and the NLF, is !)iarxism-Leninisn or scientific

socialism as it is called in the official terminology. The

principles of the Party and its internal organization are

based on democratic centralism, collective leadership, con

tinual purge from all non-revolutionary elements, prohibi

tion of group formation, open discussion, criticism and

.
..

. . 20
seli-criticxsm

2. Aspects of the Economic and Social 7olicy

The policy of socialization pursued by the government of

the I'«L? caused the traders and small entrepreneurs to leave

the country. Through the withdrawal of the British and
'

;he

slowing down of the port activities resultine from the clos-
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ure of the 3uez Cianai after the "fir of June, 19^7, many

workers had lost e? :ir>loymsnt. 3ome 30 000 skilled and un

skilled workers left the country. As a consequence, econo

mic activity and the revenue of the state declined sharply.

It took the country a lone: time to recover. The PD.RY, as

well as the Northern Yemen, counts arons the roorest count

ries of the world.

Most evident are the government15 echi°vements in the social

field. The building of hospitals and medical stations, also

in rural areas, considerably helped improve medical care.

It cannot be denied that thanks to the income policy the

living vstandard of the poorest rose and extreme poverty-

was relieved. The supply of the population v/ith commodities

of vital necessity is ensured.

Greatest endeavours have been undertaken on the educational

sector, too. In the current five-year plan (1975-79) 10 per

cent of total investments are earmarked for education. V.-hile

in 1967 90 per cent of the population still were illiterates,

illiteracy shall almost be rooted out by the end of the

21
five-year plan'

The success on the social sector constitutes an asset for

the government that does not fail to have effect on the

population. Of even greater importance is the fact that

the population of the Northern Yemen, too, at least in

the Southern parts of the country where relations with the

Southern Yemen are closer, anyhow, hs-ve reco~nzied the ad

vantages of the educational system and health service as

well as of other achievements in the social field. For the

sake of -our,hern Yemeni unification policy this factor

must not be underrated.



3. Foreign Policy Uri entriti on

3.1 The Basic Ideological Orientation : Proletarian Inter

nationalism

The consistent application of Iviarxism-Leninisiti in Southern

Yemeni politics is most obvious in foreign policy. The prin

ciples of Southern Yemeni foreign policy are the proletarian

internationalism and the international solidarity which con

cretely means the cooperation with the Socialist camp,

especially with the Soviet Union and liberation movements

22
throughout the world

"

J

According to Isma' il these principles shall be applied con

sistently without admitting any concessions. His unyielding

attitude seems to have been one of the reasons for the anta

gonism between the tv; o win^s within the party headed by
-

"
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isma'il and oalim àubai Ali, respectively

'

. In this respect

the elimination of Ali signifies that Southern Yemeni poli

tics will run on straighter lines in future. In order to

understand Southern Yemeni foreign policy correctly, these

principles must duly be taken into consideration. They are

the key to the appreciation of Aden's foreign policy which

fundamentally differs from that pursued by the other Arab

nations.

3.2 The Special Position of the Southern Yemen in the Arab

Region

The principle of proletarian internationalism implies that

the internationlistic class-related interests have priority

over national interests. This means that in case of doubt

the Southern Yemen will decide in favour of the allied

classes and, if necessary, make a stand against the Arab

interests. The class interests rani: higher than Arab inter-
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ests. In this the Southern Yemen differs fundamentally from

all other progressive Arab stateri, i-vrrticul^rly from those

based on the 3a'th ideology like oyria and Iraq. These state

value the national Arab interests highest, in case of doubt

they plead the Arab cause.

The relations of the Southern Yemen vvith its Arab neighbours

are likewise characterized by this basic ideological atti

tude. Relatively friendly relations are being maintained

with the progressive states, especially Iraq, Syria, Algeria

and Libya. However, the relationship with these nations is

by no means unmarred, as is disclosed by the deterioration

of relations with Iraq in spring 1979. There exists, for

example, disagreement in the question of relations with

Somalia or eritrea. Iraq and Syria clearly side with "Eri

trea and Somalia because these, as Arab nations, are threat

ened by a non-Arab power and therefore must be supported.

Furthermore, Iraq blames the Southern Yemen for having

brought the Ba' th party into line with the Y3J? by their

amalgamation. On the other hand, the Southern Yemen criti

cizes the pursuit of the Communist Party in Iraq ,

While the connections with the progressive states are de

veloping relatively favourably, the relations with the con

servative and pro-Aestern countries encounter certain dif

ficulties. In principle, cooperation with these states is

based on peaceful co-existence, respect of national sover

eignty and non-interference vith domestic affairs, provided

that the opposite side also observes these arincirles.
^

rhe relationship with Saudi Arabia is to be considered

under this aspect, too. The establishment of diplomatic

relations in i / .arch 1973 seamed to mark: a turning point in



the relationship between both countrie s. as n natter of fact,

however, this : ap-~rochement was attribù to bl e to the streng

thened -position of "resident Galir. Rubai Ui ""ho favoured

a foreign policy opening tc^rds the conservative oil pro

ducing countries on the Arabian peninsula. . This policy «.'as

also based on economic aspects. The hoped-for credits 7,'hich

were urgently needed for the Southern Yemeni economy could

only be obtained by a more moderate polle ;.
'" towards these

stat ss «

Isma'il 011 the other hand rejected such a policy. He feared

that large credits in particular might lead to economic de

pendence an£ a renewal of colonialism, I :or eover, he saw the

threat, of a possible loosening of the close ties to the 3ovie

Union which -'ili actually tried to achieve since he refused to

accept too one-sicied a dependence upon the Soviet Union and

rather sought the support of the People' s lie public of China.

Ali's elimination in June 1970 has set an end to the experi
ment of a rapprochement to the conservative states of the

Arab world, after the relations with Saucii Arabia had already
cooled down and its financial aid stopped on account of the

southern Yemeni engagement in Ethiopia.

3.3 The Southern Yemeni Hole on the Porn of Africa

The special role which the Southern Yemen plays on the Horn

of Africa and which collides with the interests of Arab poli
tics can be understood only when taking the basic "orinciples
of foreign policy into consideration, ^or years the Southern

Yemeni government h :. : d supported the Sritrea ?ront in its

struggle for independence of Ethiopia. Kowe.ver, when the

government of i'eng. is tu Hailc ariani changed over to the side

of the ooviet Union 'md established a "progressive" re~ine,
the southern ieneni leaaershiu also changed sides' ; As class .

05



class interests are rntr?d superior to national interests,

the Ethiopian regime was backed now, because it represented

a more prgressive 3taire of development and, which was even

more important, because it wos an ally of the Soviet Union.

The attitude towards Somalia can be explained similarly.

On account of its attitude in the war between Ethiopia and

the Eritrea Front, the Southern Yemeni government became in

creasingly isolated from the Arab world 'which condemned this

point of view as a betrayal of the Arab cause.

The fact that Aden, despite sharp criticism from the Arab

camp and ^particularly from the progressive 3a1th Parties in

Syria and Iraq, has not deviated from its course, reveals

the reliability of the PDEY as an ally of the Soviet Union.

V /hile Iraq and Syria which also maintain friendly relations

with the Soviet Union eventually pursue their own interests,

if necessary even against the Soviet Union, as disclosed by

recent developments in Iraqi-Soviet relations, the ?DRY

strictly adheres to the principles of proletarian interna

tionalism. The Southern Yemeni reliability is of the utmost

consequence for the strategical aims of the Soviet Union in

the area. In addition to the fact that, together with Ethiopia

and the PDRY, it controls the important straits of ?ab al-

Mandab through which a large part of the oil deliveries from

the Gulf to Europe are shipped, it can also plan the consoli

dation and expansion of its influence in the area on a long-

term basis. The PDRY is excellently suited as a starting

point for a possible extension of Soviet influence on the

Arabian peninsula and the Gulf states which are of chief

strategical importance in view of their oil reserves.



3.4 The Significance of Yemeni Unification in Aden1 s •'•oreign

Policy Planning

The question of Yemeni unification plays a central part in

Aden' s foreign policy. The inhabitants of the South are just

as much in favour of the unity as the people of the JTorth

are. However, Isma' il has repeatedly pointed out that the

unification can be effected only in accordance with the for-,

eign policy principles, which implies that he does not strive

for unity simply for the sake of unity but that he would

accept it only within the framework of a "democratic" all-

Yemen. In, his view, unification would involve the extension
s

of the .Southern t'errieni political order to the Horth as well.

Por the Southern Yemeni government the realization of this

aim is subject to the fulfilment of certain conditions, like

the continuation or completion of the national democratic

revolution which started in 1962 but was betrayed later,

especially after the return of the Royalists in 1970. As

would be expected, the Southern "Yemeni regime, in harmony

with its principles, supports the progressive forces in the

North in order to help a democratic government come to

power. The cooperation with the progressive forces united

in the National Democratic Front indirectly enables the

Southern Yemen, via the devious way of the unification, to

work for the extension of its own political system to the

North. This explains the high interest of the South in a uni

fication with the i-iorth. The party congress of the Y3P in

October 1978 states the unity of the Yemen as one of the

chief strategical aims of the party's policy.

The

the

expansion of the Southern

Northern Yemen would have

Yemeni political influence to

far-reachin~ conseouences for



the political ci ev e. ì ormerit on the . irabiari r-eninsula.
.
The

Northern Yemen could be the starting point for inftitrating

the Northern neighbour, Saudi Arabia. Ivi ipr rant labour might

play a significant role in this connection.



The Importance of the Three Neighbouring States on the

Arabian Peninsula for the Security and Stability of the

Red Sea Area

The security and stability of the Red Sea area is directly

connected with the stability of the individual states belong

ing to the area. while the nations on the African side of th

Hed Sea, namely "Sgypt, Sudan, Ethiopia (inclusive of Eritrea

Djibouti and Somalia, are extremely heterogeneous, the three

states on the Arabian peninsula are forming a relatively

homogeneous bloc, since Saudi Arabia, North Yemen and South

jTernen in
.
some respect constitute a uniform structure as con-

I
cerns their ethnic composition, their language, religion a,nd

culture, though there are certain differences between the

all-Ie ;aen and Saudi Arabia.

This uniformity, however, is being jeopardized by Southern

Yemeni politics. By means of the initiated transformation

of the economy, .state and society on the basis of scientific

socialism, the government of the Southern Yemen has intro

duced a novel social system differing fundamentally from the

traditional order in Korth Yemen and Saudi Arabia. The mere

existence of this system represents a challenge both for

the Northern Yemen and Saudi Arabia. Kven though the said

system has not yet proved its superiority to the traditional

systems, it has effected the establishment of a militant re

gime in the PDRY on the basis of a strictly organized party

which, on its part, is seeking the contact to the masses.

The regime's resolution to spread its social system to the

adjacent area represents the true danger for the two neigh

bouring countries. The alliance between the PDEY and the

Eastern world power - a logical consecuence of the social

orientation - lends the expansionist drive of this state a



strategical dimension.

In contrast to the PDIOf, Saudi Arabia' s policy aims at

consolidating the traditional social order on the ideologi

cal foundation of Islam and at simultaneously achieving a

close cooperation vi'ith the leading' power in the V/est, Saudi

Arabia, too, is attempting to export its ''ideology", that

is to say Islam.

In addition to the opposite political systems in Saudi

Arabia and the PDRY, extremely militant and extremist re

presentatives of both systems are opposed to each other.

The diametrically opposed social systems and ideologies re

present a potential source of conflict and danger to be taken

extraordinarily seriously.

A particular characteristic of this latent conflict is the

situation of the Northern Yemen as a buffer state between

the two countries. This peculiarity of the Northern Yemen

concerning the relationship between Saudi Arabia and the

PDRY is only due to its extremely unstable condition both

in respect to the interior situation and the exterior ties.

It is true, the traditional social system, namely the tribal

system, is still determining interior affairs in the Northern

Yemen, but it is not the decisive factor in the transforma

tion already underway into a modern national state with a

strong central government.

3ince the revolution of 1962 other forces have come to the

fore and, encouraged by the example of the '.Southern Yemen,

are trying to bring about a change of present structures.

rihe internal antagonism is also reflected by the foreign

policy orientation. -Vhile the ruling- classes orientate them

selves by oaudi Arabia :md feel themselves connected with it
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and thus also with the Vet-t, the opDOsinr: progressive forces

tend to the PDRY.

The domestic instability of the i-'orthern Yemen is not least

a consequence of the Saudi-Southern Yemeni conflict and the

efforts of both states to influence the political develop

ment of the Yemen in their respective directions. Although

Saudi Arabia is in a strong position and exercises a con

trolling iniluence,
'

not least thanks to its enormous finan

cial aid, the PDRY is persistently trying; to repress Saudi

ascendancy. In this respect the striving for unity of all

Yemenis supports the intentions of the PDRY. A unification

of the Yemen would undoubtedly strerp ;then Southern Yemeni

influence to the disadvantage of Saudi Arabia.

The ideological antagonism between Saudi «.ratia and the

PDRY and the endeavours of both countries to exert influence

on the Northern Yemen have put the three states on the east

side of the Aed Sea in a condition of utmost instability.

This instability will last as long as the conflict will not

be decided in favour of one of the tv/o parties. In this,

the outcome of the conflict in the Yemen (North) will be of

the greatest consequence for the development on the Arabian

peninsula. A compromise between the two social orders seems

to be the most probable resu. lt of this evolution. A victory

of the true Marxist system in the PDRY is as unlikely as

the retention in its present form of the social and political

orders existinn in the Northern Yemen and Saudi .Arabia.

The three states on the Arabian peninsula, as a whole con

stitute a zone of conflict also affecting the lied Sea area,

which, on its part, lends to an interactive relation. In

this connection the development in Ethiopia plays a decisive



part. Eoth the Ethiopian and the Southern Temerli systems

support each other mutually and thus extend the conflict

potential emanating from them. If these two states succeed

in further strengthening their position, unrest in this

area will most probably increase in the future. Since es

pecially after the elimination of Salita riubai Ali in June

1978 and the consolidation of authority a change of power

is unlikely to happen, an expansion of the influence of

the Marxist pro-eastern states in this area must be reckoned

with.
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